Bears Home Learning Week Beginning 23rd March

Maths

English

Creative

The World

Physical

Use your 1-20 number cards
– put them in the right order

Watch the Youtube video of
Handa’s Surprise and retell it
to your family.

Learn a song that has fruit in
it e.g. oranges and lemons,
apples and bananas,

Find Africa on a map or a
globe – can you spot Kenya
where Handa lives?

Make up your own moves
for Wake and Shake and
teach them to your family.

Pick a number, collect that
number of objects (e.g.
pencils, lego, toys, spoons,
pebbles etc) and lay it next to
the card.

Collect some teddies or dolls
and act out the story.

Look at the pictures of Handa
and Akeyo in the story. Make
a necklace for them to wear.

Listen to some African
music on the internet.

Roll a dice and jump on the
spot that number of times.

Practise writing your
numbers

Draw and cut out the fruits
and animals from the story.

Make a character from the
story using an empty toilet
roll.

Watch some African
drumming on the internet.

Make an obstacle course in
your house or garden.

Sing a song or a nursery
rhyme that contains numbers

Label the foods and animals
you have drawn.

Go on a number hunt around
your house…which number
do you find the most?

Write a sentence that begins
‘Will she like the….’

Use an empty cereal box to
make a mask for a character
in the story.
Upside down drawing!
Stick a piece of paper on the
underside of a table, and
draw a picture!

Plan a trip to Africa – write a
list of what you would need
to take.
Write down three things that
make Handa’s life different
to yours

Dance or make up a dance
routine to your favourite
song.
Pretend your fingers are
tweezers, how many tiny
objects can you pick up in
1 minute.

